Musings From the Living Room
As I sit here in the same house where most of these recordings were
made, more than 30 years ago, I think all the usual thoughts like …
"Where did the time go?" and "Was that really me?" and "Why are people
interested in this stuff all of a sudden?" I have been listening carefully to
my entire archive in order to make a choice for this compilation, only to
find my usual considerations for selecting tracks to be somewhat
irrelevant. I say this, as I find myself too connected to the bizarre
ramblings of my younger self to be objective: for my writing was mainly
undertaken with a lone enthusiasm, although I occasionally collaborated
with Jonathan Smart and Lucianne Lassalle, as well as Tim Flitcroft (who
featured on the previous Michal Turtle MFM release).
The cultural journey began when I was studying at the Royal Academy of
Music, in London. I had always written music, even if it was only in the
form of paper notes, - and one day I was approached by Paul Patterson,
who was a composition professor at the Academy. He told me he needed
"victims" to make test recordings at the newly built, state of the art, eighttrack recording studio. That was the stimulus I needed, and I was in there,
trying all of the equipment – with Claire, my lovely assistant who acted as
my first tape op!
Enthused by this new world, I saved up for a Teac Portastudio and started
to record my own ideas. To begin with, the instrument of choice was an
upright piano, sitting in the living room of my parents' house. I had an old
Crumar synthesiser which behaved in an unusual and random way; and,
along with a microphone, bass guitar, drum kit, vibraphone and a kitchen
cabinet's worth of percussion instruments, I was on my way.
After leaving college, I got a job as an accompanist at the Laban Centre of
Movement and Dance (then in New Cross) and my writing and recording
went to the next level. Soon, I bought an old ARP2600 which took me to
remote musical territories. I started working with people who proved to be
a huge influence on my creative style: Geoffrey Armes, Tim Flitcroft, and
Keith Clouston to name but a few. And my musical tastes blossomed anything from Grandmaster Flash to Jon Hassell.
Other technology followed. A Juno 60 suddenly made everything
polyphonic! My friend, Ike, left a Rhodes and Clavinet with me for about six
months. And with the help of some outboard gear, I realised that
instruments didn't have to be recorded exactly how they sounded. I started
cutting cassette tape into short loops and creating orchestral snippets (e.g.
"Loopy Madness II" and "El Teb"). Some tracks were choreographed at
the dance school, and a few of them are included here: such as "Village
Voice", "Phil #5" and "Phantoms of Dreamland".
I was working with the "Wicked Kitchen Staff" on their album "Debbie Grills
Pulls her Socks Up", when I got talking to someone from their record
company “Shout Records”. Sadly, his name escapes me. But after sending
him examples of my work, Shout released "Music From the Living Room";
and 500 copies were pressed. More or less ignored at the time, the album
is now a collector's item!

As the 1980s progressed, the living room of my early recording days
became a bedroom in Camden Town; and my collaborations grew more
focussed and more band-orientated.
With the advent of new technology, I began using an Apple computer for
sampling, and an Atari for sequencing. I even set up a £5-an-hour home
studio, recording local musicians. However, in the present compilation
there is no sampling, and no external sequencing either - only a drum
machine, and random moments on the ARP. It is all achieved with tape
loops and live recordings of real instruments. The process of my musical
production tends to be methodical now - whereas back then, it was
spontaneous and pure fun.
I started receiving emails about ten years ago, and were asking me if I still
had any vinyl copies of "Music From the Living Room". I found and sold
quite a few - but kept a a couple back for my personal collection. Inspired
by all of this, in 2008 I remixed the album (from the four-track cassette
masters) and put it online, where it could be enjoyed as a free download.
For many years, the work was overlooked. Now, I watch with amazement
as more and more people want the vinyl on discogs.com; and my website
guestbook fills up with comments.
The MFM guys contacted me in 2014, and the final result was the 12 inch
maxi-single which preceded the present compilation. As soon as a vinyl
release became available everywhere, many websites started reviewing
both it and the original album. One Japanese review of the album
describes it (via Google translate) as a "large masterpiece".
So what's next? I have much unreleased material from the early years:
including some recordings of live improvisations, and all of the music I've
written since moving to Switzerland in 1988. That is, of course, in addition
to material which is "out there": my own band "wearedust"; and
collaborations with a fellow student from music college, Jonathan FeBland.
Of course, I would love more of my unpublished works to receive an
audience.
If the present readers are among my fan base, perhaps their enthusiasm
will facilitate this dream.
Michal Turtle, with the assistance of Gregory K. Vincent. Addiscombe,
Summer 2016.

